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E. THE PROEI.E!! OF ATlDSPHERIC TQRMENCE
All ground-based observatiors of the solar five-minute oscillations
are affected by turbulence in the Earth's atmosphere that leads to substantial
refractive index variations. The turbulent motions serve to mix an air mass
that is thermally stratified in the vertical, thereby producing intermittent
thermal fluctuations over a wide range of heights in the atmosphere. These
thermal structures yield refractive index changes that deflect the light path
in a complicated way, producing intricate variations of amplitude and phase in
what might have started out as simple plane waves. Since the fluid turbulence
is statistical in nature, so too is the optical turbulence which is an
integral measure of the refractive index changes along the light travel"path.
All of this produces what is usually called "atmospheric seeing", which
consists of image motion, blurring and distortion across the field of view.
We will begin to assess here the effects of atmospheric seeing upon
observations of five-minute oscillations carried out from the ground. This
will help to provide a baseline estimate of the scientific benefits that might
accrue if one were able to observe the same oscillations from a space
observatory unfettered by seeing effects. Such an assessment is however not a
simple undertaking, for there are wide variations in the seeing experienced at
a given observing site, and there are equally great changes between different
sites. But more importantly, seeing produces image distortions that are often
truly nonlinear in character, with light travel paths crossing and even
focusing onto caustics. Further, the reliable modelling of atmospheric seeing
shares the intrinsic difficulties of turbulence theory itself, for both depend
critically upon understanding and describing the highly nonlinear dynamics of
the atmosphere.
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1. v msrical Simulations of Impact of Atmospheric Turbulence
Our assessment here of the effects of seeing will be based on
extensive numerical simulations that we have carried out in which solar
oscillations are viewed through a distorting atmosphere that is varying in
both space and time. The simulations have dealt in turn with both high-1 and
intermediate i modes of oscillation, for we expect these to be more gravely
influenced by atmospheric seeing than the low degree modes. Our numerical
simulations have involved: a) Constructing synthetic velocity data set
that represent the superposition of many o p cillation modes as they may appear
on the surface of the Sun. b) Observing such oscillations through a
distorting atmosphere that serves to deflect the light paths in a stochastic
manner across the field of view. c) Reducing the observations with Fourier
transforms to obtain ( 1,v) power diagrams, and then evaluating how the
signal-to-noise ratio in the transforms varies with the quality of the seeing.
We now turn to discuss in more detail these three elements of the numerical
simulations, and then present the results.
a) Simulated Velocity Fields for Oscillations and Steady Flows
We have constructed synthetic Doppler velocity data sets involving two
spatial dimensions and time that would result on the Sun if about 100 modes of
oscillation (with distinctive frequencies v and spherical degrees R)
were superimposed upon a persistent background velocity field attributable to
supergranulation and mesogranulation. Although of order 10 6 modes of
oscillation are actually superimposed on the real Sun, our 100 or so modes
will serve to sample a fairly broad range of v and R and thus identify
which modes are affected most severely by the seeing. Thus in our high x
^.	 simulations we will choose oscillation modes that serve to populate the P2 and
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p2 ridges in power and span t values from 150 to 450 in increments of 6. In
the corresponding inti-rmediate degree simulations, the i values for the
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sampling modes range from about 50 to 150.
As sketched in Figure 4.B.1, the Doppler velocities (with suitable
geometric projection taken into account) are evaluated for each time interval
on ,a regular two—dimensional spatial grid composed of 256 x 32 elements or
pixels in the plane of the sky, with each pixel covering an area of 7" x 7".
Such a relatively long but narrow sampling window, covering much of the solar
diameter along the equator, is appropriate for observing oscillation modes
(with azimuthal order m equal to spherical degree 1) that can probe the
dynamics of giant cells and of differential rotation in the convection zone.
The Doppler velocities are evaluated over the spatial sampling window for 512
r	
successive time intervals, each separated by 60 seconds in time from tae
former so that the oscillations ( ranging in period from about 200 to 400
seconds) can be suitably sampled in time. Each simulation thus spans about
8.5 hours in time, which is comparable to what is typically achievable on a
given day from a mid—latitude ground observatory.
b) Modelling the Seeing Distortion
The atmospheric turbulence will lead to differential image motion,
blurring and distortion across the field of view in the sky. Theory and
experiment concerning such optical turbulence has led to a broad and competent
literature which seeks to explain the spectral characteristics of the
atmospheric seeing and its impact on astronomical observations ( e.g. Refs.
1-12). We shall not review here the details of the modulation transfer
functions, index—of—refraction structure parameters, or transverse coherence
^-	 lengths that are the necessary tools of that subject. Rather, we will turn
directly .to their predictions of typical image displacements that can be
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Figure 4.B.1	 Sampling grid of 256 x 32 pixels on the solar disk used in
simulation of atmospheric seeing effects on observation of solar oscillations.
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expected, with these expressed as Fourier spectra in the temporal and spatial
frequency domains.
We will simulate the effects of seeing by evaluating at any given
instant in time an array of image displacements across the field of view. The
Doppler velocities as previously calculated on the solar disk are then
"observed" through such a seeing displacement matrix. This serves to displace
each image element in a particular spatial direction by a specified fraction
or multiple of a pixel. The observed Doppler velocity field at a given pixel
may thus involve fractional contributions from many nearby pixels.
The instantaneous two-dimensional image displacement arrays are
constructed by inverse Fourier transforms of a two-dimensional spatial power
spectrum that possesses a Rolmogorov kh- 5/3 decrease at high horizontal wave-
numbers kh , preceded by a relatively flat plateau between a range of lower
wavenumbers. The plateau at low k h corresponds to the large scales of
turbulence that are dynamically driven; a turbulent cascade of energy to
higher wavenumbers produces the Rolmogorov inertial range. Accurate
telescope guiding is assumed to compensate for the seeing displacements of
very large spatial scale (or small kh), and consequently the power in the
transforms is assumed to vanish as kh goes to zero. The power spectrum has
added to it proportional Gaussian noise at all wavenumbers; the specified
ph.iees for the transforms are obtained from uniformly distributed noise. We
can consider a variety of seeing conditions by varying the upper and lower
cutoff wavenumbers for the plateau in the power spectrum. For convenience, we
will here generally specify the quality of the seeing by just referring to the
rms average spatial displacement that results from a given class of these
power spectra.
The seeing displacements vary rapidly in time compared to our once per
60 second sampling of the Doppler velocities. As in the spatial domain, the
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representative temporal power spectrum of seeing displacements possesses a
plateau followed by a Kolmogorov decrease with increasing frequency. Since
the transition is already acrieved at periods of only a few seconds, seeing
displacement arrays separated in time by more than about 5 seconds would show
almost no correlation. We have exploited this property in our simulations by
constructing a large number (64 or greater) of spatial displacement arrays,
and then proceeding to randomly select one of these to apply the peeing
displacements at any given instant in time. We further ran estimate the
benefits of long exposures by applying a sequence of image displacements to a
given velocity realization.
Our simulations in many ways represent optimal estirates of what can
be done from the ground, for we have omitted all explicit effects of noise
introduced by instrumentation to measure the Doppler signal, and have not
concerned ourselves with how fluctuations in the transmission of intensities
in the atmosphere would influence the determination of Doppler velocities from
spectral lines. These- are all quite subtle issues that depend in detail upon
the Dnr7ler analyzer that is beiLg used.
c) Analyzing the Observations
The velocity fields that have been subjected to seeing distortions
are then analyzed to determine how the power in the oscillations may have been
redistributed in both frequency and wavenumber. Any given data set consists
of 512 time samples of 256 x 32 spatial arrays. In order to iaolate those
oscillation modes that travel along the equator from other signals, we will
suitably average the Doppler velocities in the shorter spatial dimension
(shown as y in Figure 4.3.1), thereby obtaining a data array in the remaining
spatial dimension (x) and in time (t). Such an array is then Fouriar
transformed to obtain two—dimensional power spectra in horizontal wavenumber
66404 1
kh (or spherical degree 1) and frequency v. Detailed comparison will be
made of power spectra obtained with different qualities of seeing.
2. Results of Seeing Sisailations
The power spectra of the solar oscillations are influenced both by
effects of geometry when viewing a sphere from a single vantage point and by
effects of atmospheric seeing. We begin by illustrating in Figure 4.B.2 the
geometrical effects alone. Panel (a) there shows the power spectrum that
would result if the velocity fields of the high i oscillations could h..ve been
observed equally well at all longitudes ^ over the portion of the sphere under
study. However, as viewed in projection on the plane of the sky, the wave
fronts near the limb would appear much closer together than those at disk
r	 center. Panel (b) shows the power spectrum that is obtained if the spatial'
transforms were simply carried out over the uniformly—spaced grid in x that
forms the longer dimension of our sampling window in Figure 4.B.1. Thus
ignoring the spatial foreshortening toward the limb leads to a sharp decrease
in power in both the p l
 and P2 ridges and high noise levels in between. Panel
(c) shows what can be achieve if we correct for the foreshortening by
interpolating the data in x onto a uniform grid in + and then carrying out the
transform. The ridges in power have reasserted themselves, though the power
levels at the higher i values are diminished. Such shifting of power away' ----	  -j
from the ridges aad toward higher f, leading to the shadow bands seen to the
right in panel (c), is just the consequence of undersampling the wave fronts
close to the limb when using a uniform sampling grid. Not surprisingly,
specifying the spatial pixel size (here 7" x 7") controls the highest I that
%	
can be detected, but the decrease in sensitivity is gradual and power is
^-'	 redistributed in some uncanny ways.
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We turn now to the effects of atmospheric turbulence superposed on those
of geometry. All the data have been analysed with foreshortening corrected in
the manner of the prrjious Figure 4.3.2c, and the power levels displayed with
identical scaling to aid the comparison. Degrading the seeing quality when
observing the high t oscillations leads to the results presented for 2" and 3"
rma seeing displacements in Figure 4.B.3 and for 4" and 5" seeing in the
companion Figure 4.B.4. The power spectra shown in the upper panels (a) are
based on short exposures in time per Doppler measurement; here the steady
background velocity fields of supergranulation (SG) have been omitted. In
contrast, the spectra shown in the middle panels (b) include the effects of
those persistent velocities. Finally, the spectre in the lower panels (c;l
display the benefits of using long exposures per measurement of the combined
oscillatory and steady velocities. The 2" seeing shown in ( a) has little
effect on the ridge structures, whereas 3" sereir_g has already diminished the
tE
power levels in the ridges at the higher I values. This tendency is
accentuated with 4" seeing, and 5" seeing yields very feeble and severely
shortened ridges. The inclusion of the supergranular velocity fields has an
effect that is increasingly dramatic as the seeing degrades. Whereas the
power spectrum in panel ( b) with 2" seeing and a short exposure just shows a
mild increase in the noise level between the ridges, the adjacent panel with 	
rr^
3" seeing shows a prominent increase in the choppy background of power. Going 	 1
to the companion spectra with 4" seeing shows that the ridges in power are
almost becoming obliterated by the background, as they indeed are with 5"
seeing. The longer exposures in panels ( c) that average over 4 seeing
1
realizations per Doppler measurement help to diminish the background
choppiness, yielding ridges that are now somewhat discernible with 4" seeing
but not usefully so with 5" seeing.
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Thdse seeing simulations of high 1 oscillations, with 1 ranging from 150
to 450, reveal that atmospheric turbulence can severely degrade the Doppler
velocity data, and clearly the higher R values are affected the most seriously.
The signal-to-noise ratio in these (A,v) power spectra is influenced by seeing
in two ways. Firstly, seeing distortions of the oscillation wave fronts cause
some of the power to be moved away from their appropriate ( i,v) values. This
procese is more vigorous for oscillations with t'he shorter horizontal wavelengths
(or greater i values). Thus the ridges in power are preferentially obliterated
at their high k values. Yet as damaging is that random image displacements
convert steady velocity signals from the strong supergranular flows into apparently
tine-varying signals. Therefore power is partially redistributed from what should
be zero frequency tc a broad range of frequencies, causing the prominent noisy
background that appears in the power spectra as the seeing gets worse. The impact
of the atmospheric turbulence is thus twofold: not only do the ridges shrink in
haight, but the bacxb;round due to persiatant flows also rises up to further decrease
the signal-to-noise ratio. 1c is this ratio which is critical to all of the
applications of inverse theory to deduce the interior dynarics and structure.
Namely, a wide selection of frequencies for the oscillation modoe muRt be measured
as precisely as possible, and the accuracy of such determinations depends sensi-
tively on how well the power attributable to the oscillations can be isolated from
the background. Using long exposures helps to somewhat mitigate the effects from
supergranulation, but with 4" seeing there is little useful oscillatory signal
left for i values greater than about 300. Further, at £ values around 200, the
signal-to-noise ratio in both the p  and p2 ridges typically decreases by about
a factor 3 in going from 2" to 3" seeing, and a further factor of about 3 in going
to 4" seeing. With 5" seeing there is little signal left at 1-200  that survives
over the background.
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We estimate that what we designate as 2" seeing corresponds to pristine
seeing conditions rarely encountered at most observatories, while 3" seeing is
more typical of a day of consistently good seeing, and 4" seeing represents the
worsening conditions that are often encountered under turbulent conditions.
These numbers are not intended to be absolute, for we can adjust the plateau in
the original input power spectra for the image displacements and thus somewhat
worsen or improve the final (1,v) power diagrams shown here. However, the
changes are systematic and gradual across the matrix of seeing that we have
sampled, and thus we have chosen parameters for the illustrations here thtt
appear fairly representative of atmospheric conditions.
The seeing simulations with intermediate R oscillations, with R ranging
from 48 to 150, are presented in Figure 4.B.5. These oscillation modes with large
horizontal wavelengths are not badly affected by the seeing until the seeing
deteriorates to rms image displacements of about 4" or 5". These two seeing
conditions are displayed in Figure 4.B.5, using a layout similar to the earlier
figures except that the range of displayed frequencies v and spherical degrees i
now both extend to zero values. The upper panels (a) again present power spectra
obtained with short exposures while omitting supergranulation, while those in (b)
include effects of persistent velocities which yield a very noisy background.
Going to longer exposures is (c) serves to reduce that background somewhat. The
jagged structures in power at  - 0 in panels (b) and (c) show the distribution
with L of power in the persistent velocities (after averaging across the shorter
dimension y of the observing window). The noisy background at other frequencies
reflects the range in 1 present in such supergranulation. From these intermediate
degree simulations we conclude that the signal-to-noise ratio in the vicinity
of f -100 is about a factor 3 worse with 4" seeing than it is with 2" seeing,
while that ratio at L- 50 is only slightly affected by the range of seeing
conditions considered here.
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3. Conclusions from Seeing Simulations
We can conclude from these numerical simulati-us that the distribution
of power along the ridges is influenced both by viewing a portion of a spherical
surface from a single vantage point, and especially by the distortions of that
view by atmospheric turbulence. The signal-to-noise ratio in the resulting
observations of oscillations will deteriorate rapidly with increasing values of
i as the seeing worsens. What we have here sampled of intermediate R modes shows
that the power atf. - SO is little affacted by the seeing, whereas that at i - 100
has a factor 3 deterioration in signal-to-noise ratio when the seeing involves
4" rms image displacements, as contrasted to pristine conditions. However when
considering the high I modes, 3" seeing already has a noticeable affect on that
ratio at L- 200, while the more extreme S" seeing has largely obliterated all
information about those oscillations. At higher values of R, the seeing must
be correspondingly better to be able to make useful deductions from the frequencies
of the oscillations.
It would be desirable to try to use such seeing simulations to estimate
what is lost in the potential scientific content of the oscillation data due to
seeing distortions. On the basis of our work so far, we cannot yet place specific
limits on what could be deduced for instance about the internal rotational
velocities of the Sun with depth and latitude. To do so would require a far more
elaborate set of simulations combined with inversion of the data. Namely, one
would need to carry out of order seven steps, of which we have here reported on
the central four:
1) Invent for instance a functional form for the internal rotation curve,
and from it construct appropriately shifted frequencies for the sampling
modes.
2) Load the (x,y,t) simulation grid with Doppler oscillation data, using
of order 1000 or so modes to allow for mode beating effects.'
. VI .
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3) Superpose a background persistent velocity field on that of oscilla-
tions.
4) Observe that data set in (x,y,t) through various atmospheric distortion
models in order to assess the ffects of seeing.
S) Reduce the observations to ( f.,v ) power diagrams.
6) Determine apparent frequencies for about 200 specific modes, and then
analyse the results with inversion procedures to obtain estimates
of the internal rotation.
i) Compare the deductions from inverse theory with the rotation law that
went in at step 1, and determine how it varies with different seeing.
Our work so far has dealt mainly with steps 2 through 5, and has used fewer sodas
than would probably be needed for the inversion work. Clearly, detailed scientific
assessments of the effects of seeing upon specific questions about internal dynamics
and structure will require-the application of inversion.methods to suitably chosen
oscillation data. Inversion methods by design make partial compensation for
inconsistencies in the data that are introduced by nois6 of various kinds. Here
we have determined how some of that noise comes about from the atmospheric turbu-
lence, and have seen how that noise increases with R as the seeing degrades.
Evan inversion methods are of little use when noise dominates signal, and the
simulations here indicate which I values become inaccessible due to the seeing
distortions.
41
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IFigure Captions
Figure 4.B.2 Effects of geometry and a finite observing window upon observing
high R oscillation modes possessing spherical degrees i ranging
from 150 to 450 and frequencies v corresponding to p  and p2.
Shown are power spectra in perspective views as functions of
R and v.
Figure 4.B.3 Effects of image distortions arising from atmospheric turbulence
upon observations of high R oscillation modes. Panels (a) show
power spectra of oscillations observed through seeing models
possessing typical rms spatial displacements of 2" and 3".
Panels (b) superpose persistent velocity fields of supergranula-
tion (SG) upon those of the oscillations and then observe the
combined Doppler velocities under both 2" and 3" seeing conditions.
1 ^-
	 Panels (c) show power spectra in which the background noise is
decreased by having used long exposures for each measurement
of velocities.
Figure 4.B.4 As in Figure 4.B.4, but now considering how 4" and 5" seeing
conditions have changed the power spectra of the high i oscillations.
Figure 4.B.5 As in Figure 4.B.4, but showing power spectra for the intermediate
i simulations using modes p  and p 2 with £ values ranging from
48 to 150. Here effects of 4" and 5" seeing conditions are
displayed.
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Chapter 4
The Limitations of Ground- Based Observations of
Solar Oscillations
i Space experiments, such as the one we advocate in thisdocument, are expensive and require a long lead time. Their
justification lies of course in the scientific achievements that
they will make possible. In the case of helioseismology, the
anticipated achievements build upon the very substantial
success of ground -based studies. Wh.. these studies may be
-xpected to make additional very
	 )octant contributions
-or the coming years, observations - rom the ground face
formidable limitations introduced by the atmosphere of the
Earth and by the day-night cycle or gaps due to weather at
individual observatories.:: !his chapter we explore these limits
on ground -based capabilities and describe their impact on the
scientific knowledge ultimately attainable from the ground.
A. The Problem of Atmospheric Turbulence
All ground -based observations of the solar oscillations are
affected by turbulence in the Earth 's atmosphere. This pro-
duces the phenomenon of "atmospheric seeing" that consists
of image motion, blurring, and distortion across the field of
view. Atmospheric seeing smears out the velocity field, reduc-
ing the measured power for spatial scales comparable to the
smearing function. It also shifts the measured power into
incorrect temporal frequencies and horizontal wave numbers,
reducing the power where the signal is large and introducing
spurious broadband power at other wave numbers and fre-
quencies. These effects are particularly important for modes of
high degree.
We have attempted to assess the effects of atmospheric ^ee-
ing upon observations of solar oscillations carried out from the
ground in two ways: by numerical simulations and by using
the observational data in which solar oscillation time strings
have been obtained with spatial resolution in two dimensions.
Both assessments are described below.
1. Numerical Simulations of Aftrmsphsric Turbu-
In our numerical assessment of the effects of seeing, we
have made extensive simulations of solar oscillations as viewed
through a distorting atmosphere that varies in both space and
time. This study is reported in detail in Appendix A; here we
summarize the study and our conclusions from it.
The simulation study consisted of four parts:
(1) Constructing synthetic two-dimensional velocity fields
v(z, y, t) resulting from superposition of about 100 os-
cillation modes of intermediate degree (9 < 150) and
high degree ( 150 < R < 450). Also included was an
appropriate background velocity field simulating the
known properties of supergranulation and mesogranu-
lation. This background velocity field is important. for
its spatial gradients are so large that seeing - induced
image displacements can introduce large spurious veloc-
ity fluctuations into the data.
(2) Simulating the effects of seeing by introducing a seeing-
displacement matrix that displaced each image element
of the velocity array in a random direction and by a
random amount correlated with the quality of seeing
chosen for the simulation. These displacements were
derived from models of atmospheric turbulence.
F
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(3) "Observing" the seeing-degraded velocity field while
neglecting additional sources of noise such as instru-
mental noise, transparency variations, etc. Thus the
"observation" represents an optimistic approximation
to a real observation. Each simulated 'observation"
spanned about 8.5 hours (comparable to what can be
obtained in one day at a typical ground-based observa-
tory) with observations at 1-min intervals.
(4) Analyzing the 'observation" to obtain power spectra
in horizontal wave number k h or degree P and fre-
quency P.
As detailed in Appendix A, our seeing simulations em-
ployed in e ffect a "detector" of 256 X _ spatial elements,
with each pixel subtending an area 7 arce . >quare on the Sun.
Such a choice of pixel size was dictated oy the need to span
nearly the full solar diameter in the course of potential studies
of the interior dynamics. To obtain information on modes of
degree as high as P 600, actual detectors must be as large as
1024 element; on a side, with pixels subtending an area 2 arc-
sec square. It was not computationally practical in these al-
ready elaborate numerical simulations to deal with such large
data arrays. However, as we shall see immediately below, it is
already clear from the present simulations that seeing effects
lead to drastic diminution in apparent power at typical 2
values of about 300 or greater when the seeing is less than
excellent. The use of smaller sampling pixels cannot cure that
.trend, even though at times of exceptional seeing conditions
the use of such small pixels would allow one to see ridge struc-
tures at k values as high as P 600. Even then, the power there
is severely attenuated by the seeing effects, and the signal-to-
noise ratio is marginal for inverting the data.
Simulations were performed with different qualities of
simulated seeing so that one may compare how the signal-
to-noise ratio in the 'observed" 2-v diagrams depend on the
quality of the seeing. Some of the results are illustrated in
Fig. 4.1.
In Fig. 4-1(a) we see that for intermediate k oscillations
(Q < ISO) the seeing is not a serious problem even for 4-aresec
seeing (a typical "average" seeing level at midday at a good
solar site). However, as shown in ; ig. 4-1(b), for higher R
oscillations, the problem becomes increasingly severe so that
the oscillation signal for R *,b 200 become seriously degraded
when the seeing quality deteriorates below about 3 aresec.
We note that 3-aresec seeing is better than average for a many
hour observing run at most observatories.
We conclude from these numericA simulations that the dis-
tribution of power along the ridges is stromJy influenced by
atmospheric turbulence. The signal-to-nois! ratio in the result-
ing observations will deteriorate rapidly with increasing values
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of P as the seeing worsens. Our sampling of intermediate R
modes shows that the power at $ 50 is little affected by the
seeing, while that at R - 100 deteriorates by a factor of 3 in
the signal-to-noise ratio when the seeing involves 4-arcsec rms
image displacements, as contrasted to pristin- conditions. For
2 - 200, even 3-aresec seeing has a noticeable 'feet on the
signal-to-noise ratio, while 5-aresec seeing has ► sib:. ; -bliter-
ated all information about the oscillations. At still higher
values of R. the seeing must be correspondingly bett •- in order
to make useful deductions from the frequencies of the oscil-
lations.
From this simulation (and actual experience using ground-
based detection systems, as described below), it thus appears
that there is a natural breakpoint between what can practically
be observed on a regular basis through the turbulent atmo-
sphere and what cannot. This deterioration begins, roughly
speaking, at R 200. Of course, the deterioration with in-
creasing 2 is not sharp. Oscillations with relatively high ampli-
tude (e.g., those in the S-minute region) should be observable
with good signal-to-noise ratio to considerably higher Q values
than those of low amplitude.
2. Observational Coriff"Tutlon of the Deletwicus
Effects of Seeing
The predicted effects of seeing are (1) that the observed
power at high 2 values should be reduced under conditions of
poor seeing relative to times of good seeing and (2) that the
observed power for combinations of frequency and wavelength
where the solar power is small should be increased during
periods of poor seeing relative to periods of good seeing. To
test these two predictions, we have analyzed a 9.1-hour (all
day) run of oscillation data by breaking it into two equal
subsets, the first reflecting morning conditions and the second
afternoon conditions. The observations were obtained at Mt.
Wilson Observatory, where the morning seeing is almost always
superior to the afternoon seeing. The data consist of velocity
images obtained with the resonance line filter described in
Appendix F. Images were obtained at 32-s intervals during the
observing period; each frame consists of a 128 X 128 grid of
pixels, with an image scale of 3.9 aresec per pixel. Both subsets
were reduced in the same way with a consistently maintained
normal ization so that the effects of the anticipated seeing
degradation in the afternoon could be studied by comparing
the strengths of the oscillations as well as the strengths of the
background no.':--.
Comparing the power spectra shown in Fig. 4-2 makes it
immediately obvious that the ridges extend to higher 2 values
for the morning half relative to the afternoon half. In the
morning half the ridges extend clearly to about P - 600 while
in the afternoon half they extend clearly only to about Q s
T
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Fig. 4-1. power spectre in frequency v and degree t obtaired from nurr »rical sknukdiorm of how molar oWUations appwr wten observed
through a turbulent atmosphere: (a) On the left we shown power spectre of simulations carried out with p  and p 2 .. of inwinadWft
degree t (ranging from 48 to 150) as the quality of the awing worsens, varyirg from no seeing distortions (top panel) to poor assing
conditions with typical 5 arpec aisplacernents (bottom parel); (b) On the tight are shown simulations of high-dsgnae modes (with t ranging
from 150 to 450) for a similar variety of seeing conditions.
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450. The afternoon seeing at Mt. Wilson is typically about
4 aresec while k a 450 correspon is to a wavelength of about
13 aresec, so it appears thhat iefxng Jl ^stort+jn at a scale of per-
haps one-third the wavelength may be sufficient to broaden
the ridges until they effectively disappear. The second predic-
tion, that background power is increased by mixing from parts
of the P-v diagram where the solar power is high, was tested by
calculating the average power in extended regions of the k-v
diagram for the morning ane al'temoon tuns. It was found that
for high Q (in the interval 100 to 300) the ratio of measured
power on either side of the 5-minute band of peak power to
that within the band increased from morning to afternoon by
a factor of about two to three For even higher k (300 5 R <
5C")), the same ratio increased by a factor of up to 4. Thi!e
results are consistent with predictions and indicate bat
ground-based measurements of o-cillatory power in regions
of the f-v plane with relatively low-solar power car. Je seri-
ously compromised by seeing effects. These would be par-
ticularly deleterious for long-period osctllatijns because of
variable seeing over the course of the day.
B. The Problem of Data Gaps
Were we to employ Founer analysis on an uninterrupted.
infinitely long string of observations of solar oscillations, we
could be quite confident that the resultant power spectrum
represented the Sun, within the constraints imposed by finite
mode lifetimes and noise introduced b y the Sun itself. How-
ever. any practical ground-based observation will be of limited
duration and will usually contain gaps produced by the setting
of the Sun. interruptions by clouds. equipment failures, etc.
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The distortion of the true spectrum produced by these limita-
tions can fortunately be calculated precisely for any specified
pattern of gaps. We have carried out such calculations as part
of this study, and discuss them to detail in Appendix B. In that
appendix we also report on investigations we have made into
the use of mathematical techniques to repair the damage
caused by gaps in the data. Here we very briefly summarize the
results of the work.
A finite data string causes the individual lines of the oscilla-
tion spectrum of the Sun to be broadened by the amount IIT.
where T is the total duration of she observation string. It also
produces noise in the data, including spurious sidelobes caused
by regularities in the sequence of gaps in the string, such as
those due to a day-night cycle. Numerical calculations. using
realistic simulated data with various levels of noise and various
patterns of gaps, have shown that with data of sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio, and with gaps amoununit to less than
201k of the total observing tine (that is, with an 601/'c duty
cycle), almost perfect reconstructions can be obtained using
maximum entropy techniques to fill the gaps. At a 60`9c duty
cycle there was a slight degradation in the ability to detect
very low amplitude peaks, while at 30`76 duty cycle only the
very strongest peaks were recoverable and sidelobes often
could not be distinguished from true peaks. This implies that,
at least for low- and internediate-degree observations where
seeing is not a fatal problem, ground - based observations can
be very useful, provided a duty cycle of 60`k to WA can be
maintained.
In principle, a long data string with a high duty cycle and
relative freedom from periodic interruptions could be achieved
IlkQY
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Appendix A
Nurr. arical Simulations of the Impact of
Atmospheric Turbulence
We assess here the effects of atmospheric seeing upon ob-
irvations of 5-minute oscillations carried out from the
ground. This will help to provide a baseline estimate of the
scientific benefits that would accrue if one were able to
observe the same oscillations from a space ooservatory unfet-
tered by seeing effects. Such an assessment is not a simple
undertaking, for there are wide variations in the seeing expe-
rienced at a given observing site and there are equally great
changes between different sites. More importantly, seeing
produces image distortions that are often truly nonlinear in
character, vnth light travel paths crossing and even focusing
onto caustics. Further, the reliable modeling of atmospheric
seeing shares the intrinsic difficulties of turbulence theory
itself: Both depend critically upon understanding and de-
scribing the highly nonlinear dynamics of the atmosphere.
A. Simulated Velocity Fields for Oscillations
and Steady Flows
We have constructed synthetic Doppler velocity data sets
involving two spatial i 'mentions and time that would result
on the Sun if about 100 modes of oscillation (with distinctive
frequencies v and spherical degrees Q) were superimposed upon
a persistent backgroun^ :•ciocity field attributable to super-
granulation and mesor,ranulation. Although on the order of
10 7 modes of oscillation are actually superimposed on the real
Sun, our 100 u. so modes will serve to sample a fairly broad
range of v and Q and t hus to identify which modes are affected
most severely by the sec.ng . Therefore, in our high-Q simula-
.ions we will cnuose oscillation modes that serve to populate
the p r
 and p z ridges in power and span Q values from 150 to
450 in increments of 6. In the corresponding intermediate-
degree simulations, the Q values for the sampling modes range
from about 50 to 150.
As sketched in Fig. A-1, the Doppler velocities (with suit-
able geometric projection taken into account) are evaluated
for each time interval on a regular two -dimensional spatial grid
composed of 256 X 32 elements or pixels in the plane u. the
sky, with each pixel covering an area of 7" X 7". Such a rela-
tively long but narrow sampling window, covering much of the
solar diameter along the equator, is appropriate for observing
oscillation modes (with azimuthal order m equal to spherical
degree Q) that can probe the dynamics of giant cells and of
differential rotation in the convection zone. Each oscillation
mode was assigned a velocity amplitude of 1 m s r and the
phase was random; the persistent background flows possessed
vertical velocitie s with a spatial rms of 50 m s-r and hori-
zontal velocities with an rms of 300 m s-1 . The Doppler
velocities r.re evaluated over the spatial sampling window for
512 successive time intervals, each separated by 60 s from the
former. Each simulation thus spans about 8.5 hours, compar-
able to what is typically achievable on a given day from a
midlatitude ground observatory.
B. Modeling the Seeing Distortion
The atmospheric turbulence will lead to differential image
motion, blurring, and distortion across the field of view in the
sky. Theory and experiment concerning such optical turbu-
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sumed to compensate for the seeing displacements of very
large spatial scale ( or small kh ); consequently, the power in
the transforms is assumed to vanish as kh goes to zero. Added
to the power spectrum is proportional Gaussian noise at all
7" x 7"	 wave numbers; the specified phases for the transforms are ob-
PIX EL tained from uniformly d istributed noise. We can consider a
variety of seeing conditions by varying the upper and lower
cutoff wave numbers for the plateau in the power spectrum.
z For convenience, we will generally specify the quality of the
seeing by just referring to the rms average spatial displacement
that results from a given class of these power spectra.
PER
ft A-1. >tsessp" purse 284 x 32 pinsls on sin solar Oak uasd in
shnuisllon of MasNphwb swift eilsoaa on M - L sidoea at saber
lens have led to a broad and competent literature which
seeks to explain the spectral characteristics of atmospheric
seeing and its impact on astronomical observations. We shall
not review here the details of the modulation transfer func-
tions, index-of-refraction structure parameters, or transverse
w;—!once 'Inks that are the necessary tools of that subject.
[father, wt ..ii ;L' !+ dirowdy to the predictions of typical
image displacements that can 6i erected, with these ex-
pressed as Fourier spectra in the temporal ui4 %oatial fre-
quency domains.
We will simulate the effects of seeing by evaluating at any
given instant in time an array of image displarcments across
the field of view. The Doppler velocities as previously calcu-
lated on the solar disk are then 'observed" through such a
seeing displacement array. This serves to d isplace each image
element in a particular spatial direction by a specified fraction
or multiple of a pixel. The observed Doppler velocity field at
a given pixel may thus involve fractional contributions from
many nearby pixels.
The instantaneous two-dimensional image displacement
arrays are constructed by inverse Fourier transforms of a two-
dimensional spatial power spectrum that possesses a Kolmo-
gorov kh 5 ' 3 decrease at high horizontal wave numbers kh,
preceded by a relatively flat plateau between a range of lower
wave numbers. The plateau at low k h corresponds to the large
scales of turbulence that are dynamically driven; a turbulent
cascade of energy to higher wave numbers produces the
Kolmogorov inertial range. Accurate telescope guiding is as-
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The seeirg displacements vary rapidly in time compared to
our once-per-60.6 sampling of the Doppler velocities. As in the
spatial domain, the representative temporal power spectrum of
seeing displacements possesses a plateau followed by a Kolmo-
gorov decrease with increasing frequency. Since the transition
is already achieved at periods of only a few seconds, seeing
displacement arrays separated in time by more than about
5 s would show almost no correlation. We have exploited this
property in our simulations by constructing a loge number
(64 or greater) of spatial displacement amys and then by pro-
ceeding to randomly select one of these to apply the seeing
displacements at any given instant in time. We further an esti-
mate the benefits of long exposures by applying a sequence of
image displacements to a given velocity realization.
Our simulations in marry ways represent optimal estimates
of what an be done from the ground, for we have omitted all
explicit effects of noise introduced by instrumentation to mea-
sure the Doppler signal and have not concerned ourselves with
how fluctuations in the transmission of intensities in the atmo-
sphere would influence the determination of Doppler veloci-
ties from spectral lines. These are all quite subtle issues that
depend in detail upon the Doppler analyzer that is being used.
C. Analyzing the Obaenmabons
The velocity fields that have been subjected to seeing ds.
tortions are then analy xd io detenrune :low the power in the
oscillations may have been red istributed in both frequency and
wave number. Any given data set consists of 512 time samples
of 256 X 32 spatial arrays. In order to isolate those oscillation
modes that travel along the equator from other signals, we will
suitably average the Doppler velocities in the shorter spatial
dimension (shown as  in Fig. A-1), thereby obtaining a data
array in the remaining spatial dimension (x) ai`d in time (r).
Such an array is ther. Fourier transformed to construct two-
dimensional power spectra in the horizontal wave, number kh
(or spherical degree 2) and frequency P. Corrections are made
for the effects of viewing a sphencal surface with a rectangular
array of evenly spaced pixels. Finally, detailed companson is
made of the resultant power spectra obtained with different
qualities of seeing.
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D. Results of 3"ng Simulations
The results of atmospheric seeing are most conveniently
illustrated in contour plots of the 'observed" power levels as
functions of frequency v and horizontal degree R. Such illus-
trations are given in Fig. A-2 for 2 and 3 arcsec seeing and in
Fig. A-3 for 4 and 5 aresec seeing. Both filrures deal with
oscillations of high R, ranging from 150 to 450. The power
spectra shown in the upper panels (a) are based on one single
short exposure per Doppler measurement; here the steady
background velocity fields of supergranulation (SG) have been
omitted. In contrast, the spectra shown m the middle panels
(b) include the effects of those persistent velocities. Finally,
the spectra in the lower panels (c) display the benefits of using
long exposures per measurement of the combined oscillatory
and steady velocities; these exposures average over 4 seeing
realizations for each measurement. The 2" seeing shown in (a)
has little effect on the ridge structures, whereas 3" seeing has
already diminished the power levels in the ridges at the higher
R values. This tendency is acoentusted with 4" seeing, and 5"
seeing yields very feeble and severely shortened ridges. The
inclusion of the supergranular velocity fields has an effect that
is increasingly dramatic as the seeing degrades. Whereas the
power spectrum in panel (b) with 2" seeing and a short expo-
sure just shows a mild increase in the noise level between the
ridges, the adjacent panel with 3" seeing shows a prominent
increase in the choppy background of povair. Going to the
companion spectra with 4" seeing shows that the ridges in
power are'almost becoming obliterated by the background, as
they indeed are with 5" seeing. The longer exposures in panels
(c) help to diminish the background choppiness, yielding
ridges that are now somewhat diuxmible with 4" weinp but
not usefully so with 5" seeing.
Thecae easing simulations of high-2 oscillations, with R rang-
ing from 150 to 450, reveal that atmospheric turbulence an
severely degrade the 1?appler velocity da'.a and that the higher
R values are affected the most seriously. The signal-to-noise
ratio in these (R, v) power spectra is influenced by seeing in
two ways. First, seeing distortions of the oscillation wave
fronts cause sonic of the power to be moved away from their
appropriate (R, v) values. This process is more vigorous for
oscillations with the shorter horizontal wavelengths (or greater
R values). Thus the ridges in power are preferentially obliter-
ated at their high R values. Just as damaging is the fact that
random image displacements convert steady velocity signals
from the strong supergranular flows into appax—fitly time-
varying signals. Therefore power is partially redistributed from
what should be zero frequency to a broad range of frequen-
cies, causing the prominent noisy background that appears in
the power spectra as the seeing gets worse. The impact of the
atmospheric turbulence is thus twofold: Not only do the
ridges shrink in height, but the background due to persistent
flows also rises up to further decrease the signal-to-noise ratio.
It h this ratio that is critical to all of the applications of
inverse theory to deduce the interior dynamics and structure.
Namely, a wide selection of frequencies for the oscillation
modes must be measured as precisely as possible, and the accu-
racy of such determinations depends sensitively on how well
the power attributable to the oscillations can be isolated from
the background. Using long exposures helps to somewhat miti-
gate the effects from supergranulation, but with 4" seeing
there is little useful os Matory signal left for 2 values greater
than about 300. Further, at R values erou.id 200, the signal-
to-noise ratio in both the p, and p 1 ridges typically decreases
by about a factor of 3 in going from 2" to 3" seeing, and a
further factor of about 3 in going to 4" seeing. With 5" seeing
there is little signal at R a 200 that survives over the back-
ground.
We estimate that what we designate as 2" seeing corre-
sponds to superb seeing conditions rarely encountered at most
observatories, while 3" seeing is more typical of a day of con-
sistently good seeing, and 4" seeing represents the worsening
conditions often encountered under turbulent conditions.
These numbers are not intended to be absolute, for we can
adjust the plateau in the original input power spectra for the
image displacements and thus somewhat worsen or improve
the final (R, v) power diagrams Llwwn here. However, the
changes are systematic and gradual across the matrix of seeing
that we have sampled, and thus we have chosen parameters
for the illustrations here that appear fai-ly representative of
atmospheric conditions.
The seeing simulations with intermediate R oscillations,
with R ranging from 48 to 150 (Fig. A-4), show that modes
with large horizontal wavelengths are not badly affected by
the seeing until the seeing deteriorates to rms image displace-
ments of about 4" or 5". These two seeing conditions are
displayed in Fig. A4, using a layout similar to the earlier
figures except that the range of displayed frequencies v and
spherical degrees R now both extend to zero values. The upper
panels (a) again present power spectra obtained with short
exposures while omitting supergranulation, while those in
(b) include effects of persistent velocities that yield a very
noisy background. Going to longer exposures in (c) serves to
reduce that background somewhat. The jagged structures in
power at P a 0 in panels (b) and (c) show the distribution with
R of power in the persistent velocities (after averaging across
the shorter dimension y of the observing window). The noisy
backgr,,und at other frequencies reflects the range in R present
in such superg-anulation. From these interm-diate degree
simulations we conclude that the signal-to-noise ratio in the
vicinity of R n 100 is about a factor of 3 worse with 4" seeing
than it is with 2" seeing, while that ratio at R - 50 is only
slightly affected by the range of seeing conditions considered
here.
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